Relationship between Blurring and Refocus Flip Angle in 3D-double Inversion Recovery MRI.
It is important to optimize imaging parameters in 3D-double inversion recovery (DIR) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for detecting cortical micro lesions. However, inadequate parameters markedly raise blurring in 3DDIR MRI. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship between the blurring and refocus flip angle (RFA) in 3D-DIR MRI. White matter attenuated inversion recovery (WAIR) images as a test sample were obtained by 1.5T MRI with various RFA settings (30°, 40°, 60°, 100°, 140°, 180°, and variable refocus flip angle (VRFA)). Optimal RFA was evaluated using Scheffé's method (Nakaya changing method) by five observers. The results of average preferences indicated that RFA settings of under the 60° of RFA or VRFA suppressed the blurring in 3DDIR MRI. The yard sticks of RFAs of 30° and 40° were significantly higher than the yard sticks of other RFAs (p<0.01). For detecting cortical microlesions, it is very important to obtain WAIR images with no blurring. Using low RFA or VRFA didn't cause significant differences of signal intensity between high-frequency region and low-frequency region in k-space of 3D-DIR MRI. Therefore, it is recommended to set lower RFA (under 60° or VRFA) for suppressing blur in 3D-DIR MRI.